Happy New
Year
2021!!!!

Dear parents and friends of Cowgate,
This newsletter brings our deepest thanks to
you for all your kind words and gifts at
Christmas time. It is heart warming to know
how much you appreciate the team.
Talking of team, Gavin is introduced to you in
the meet the team section this month.
We have also added Simon’s note to all
parents, and K’s narratives of the journey of
Bawsinch.
There is a little update on our shipping
container fund raising efforts for our nature
kindergarten in East Lothian.
The beginning of this newsletter and the end
of this newsletter captures the valued
perspectives of our children.
Wishing you a truly wonderful New Years
day, and I just know that 2021 is going to be
a fabulous year!!!
Love Lynn and the Cowgate team

Which part of Cowgate’s ethos do you feel most passionate about?

Meet the Team

It’s been a very unusual time to start a new job, life in general has been disrupted and things can feel fragile and brittle. So I’ve been struck by how warm
and friendly the atmosphere at Cowgate is despite all the stresses and imposed changes of the pandemic. So much work has gone into maintaining the
nurseries underlying environment which provides such a rich world where the children are able to make their way. So I guess I’m saying I’m really
appreciating the principle of “knowledgeable and nurturing educators” because having just stepped into this world in challenging times it’s very obvious
what a difference the staff team has made in making all the other aspects of the Froebelian ethos still possible at Cowgate.
What’s your top handy hint for treating children as creative and productive people?
I don’t know if it’s in any way useful to anyone else , but the hint I keep trying to impress on myself is this thing I noticed watching my daughter and her
grandfather when my daughter was little. He was often absorbed and preoccupied with his work, but whenever he spent time with her he was really
wholehearted about it, he was entirely at her disposal and more often than not they had a fruitful enjoyable time together. So since I’ve started exploring
early years education as a possible new career I’ve tried to muster that sense of being present, of “wanting to be here now.”
What’s your favourite way to spend the weekend?
Oh something like spending all day out on some beautiful beach in east lothian and then coming into town and going to a concert Saturday evening and
then a relaxing Sunday eating food with friends or family.
If you could choose any holiday destination where would it be and why?
Lately I’ve been dreaming of Istanbul. There’s a main shopping drag there which is pedestrianised and is usually a sea of humanity in the late
afternoon/evening and i’d love to be walking in the midst of it. This most likely involves time travel now I realise.
What would you put into ‘Room 101’?
One of my favourite Bob Dylan lines is “while others say don’t hate nothing at all except hatred”. But having said that, cakes in cafes that look delicious but
in fact are awful need to become a thing of the past.
What would your desert island disk be?
At the moment it would be “Blue” by Joni Mitchell. If I can’t have the whole lp I’d choose the song “Blue” itself.
What is your funniest Cowgate story?
On my first or second day in the centre I was crouched down helping a little one with their shoes or a coat zipper or something when they looked down at
my head and politely enquired “Why don’t you have any hair?”

A huge THANK YOU to K for
putting the PowerPoint
together. It really illustrates
the wealth of experiences the
children are gaining from
being at the nature
kindergarten.

Dear Cowgate families,
The following email was drafted prior to the latest Covid announcement - and like you we now await the Council's guidance on what this will mean for us in the coming weeks. Please note that while Edinburgh is in tier 4, we will
not be able to access the sites mentioned below - BUT in the firm hope that any more disruption to our children's time at nursery will be no longer than is absolutely necessary, I thought to send this out anyway... and am grateful
for your time in sending any quick responses to the survey included. Hopefully this way we can continue to plan as responsively as possible on this - as on other fronts.
Dear all,
In recent weeks some of our staff and children have been enjoying testing the use of a woodland site at Bawsinch Nature Reserve (Duddingston). This has gone well, and we are very grateful to The Scottish Wildlife Trust that we
will be able to continue to access the site in 2021.
As you know it has only been possible under current Covid restrictions to offer this to children whose parents/carers can drop and collect them directly from the site, for a slightly shorter day. This is far from perfect, and we
really feel disappointed that this is not an option for all families - due to timing or travel constraints.
Our hope is very much that restrictions will shift in the first half of 2021 - and I am delighted to have heard today that procurement of our minibus is now fully underway, with a latest expected delivery date of March.
Meanwhile, we are collectively doing everything we can to routinely offer more local outdoor excursions to all children, in particular enjoying Johnstone Terrace, Greyfriars Kirkyard, Dunbar's Close and George Square Gardens.
Meanwhile, to maximise access to Bawsinch, but also to other sites and opportunities, we wanted to survey Cowgate families to understand a little more about what might enable or prevent your child from attending there
[under tier three or less circumstances] - to see if we can make our use of of the site more fully inclusive in the short to medium term. To that end, please could you therefore take a moment to fill in this 7 question survey, which
should take you no longer than five minutes. This also includes a question about accessing another potential site, near the Commonwealth Pool. Please note that currently these two sites are only available to us Mon-Weds, but
we are doing everything we can to look into alternatives for children who attend on Thursday and Friday - and again, if this applies to you, your response to this survey will be really helpful to us. (See last two questions).
Finally we are tentatively exploring the prospect of finding funding to purchase, hire (or indeed borrow) e-cargo bikes to make local trips routinely accessible for more children at short notice. If you have any useful leads on that
front, please do let us know :-)
Please know that we, like you, cannot wait for some sort of return to normal in 2021 and are, in the meantime, will do our utmost to give all children access to a rich array of outdoor play experiences. Should you have any
concerns or suggestions about this, please know that you can always reach out to us directly in the first instance.
With very best wishes - Simon
SURVEY LINK

We have begun to raise money for
our Nature Kindergarten shelter,
which we have decided will be a
wooden clad shipping container.
We have received a generous
donation of £800. Additionally you
will have noticed that all our
attempts to raise money (e.g.,
guessing the weight of the
Christmas cake) will all go towards
our shelter.
THANK YOU for your on going
support...with a little luck we will
have a gathering there in the
summer!!!!

GREAT news, we have been told
that our mini bus will be ordered
in January, and that by, March at
the latest we should have our
mini bus!!!!
Again thank you for your
continued support...this vehicle
will change our lives. We will be
able to take the children to our
nature kindergarten site in East
Lothian on a regular basis.
We are planning on having our
vehicle vinyl wrapped with a
Froebelian quote etc...so it will
be noticeable around town!!!!

A HUGE THANK YOU to
Ania and Malcolm for
providing hardwood kiln
dried logs for our fires.
Our children love making
and being around fires.
Please know that your
constant kindness and
thoughtfulness means so
very much to all of us!!!!

Finally, thank you so very much to each and every
one of you for helping keep our children and adults
safe by all you are doing, wearing masks in the
building; using hand sanitizer, using the one way
system....and so much more...but please know we
appreciate it. THANK YOU!!!!

Parent Club – For Baby Box and All Your
Parenting Needs
This website is really easy to use
and very informative with current
updates on Covid restrictions and
what this means for all forms of
child care, ideas on how to talk to
children about the virus, activities
to do with children and home
learning and lots more.
https://www.parentclub.scot/

